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Malcolm X once said that “ Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it 
today.” And he couldn’t be more right today.. To make a prosperous future tomorrow, you have to start today. For 
students who are aiming for higher education, getting the right institute that will help them realise their dream, becomes 
all-important. If you want to enrol in a world-class learning academy, then you should choose wisely, and consider the 
City of Pearls, which could be a good option. The Institute of Public Enterprise in Hyderabad is a learning centre which 
has transformed itself to be amongst the topmost B-Schools of India today.  
IPE's goals match with the key tenets of some of the foremost Global Business Schools like Harvard, Wharton, 
INSEAD. The institute has a curriculum aimed at developing successful, thoughtful leaders and entrepreneurs who 
create value for their organisations and their communities.  
IPE's Thrust on Holistic Learning by Students:  
A combination of pedagogies hones the knowledge and skills of students on various fronts. Leadership, Decision-
making, expertise across domains of Marketing, Finance, Strategy, Operations, International Business, Human Resource 



Development, Innovation, Entrepreneurship, Corporate Governance, etc. are only from categories across economic 
sectors such as Agriculture, Agri-business, Services viz., Healthcare, Transport, Supply Chain Manufacturing, Power, 
Energy, Exports, etc. The curriculum, as well as lectures by various industry experts, visiting professors, orient students 
towards contributing to the Society at large, too, contributing to overall nation-building.  
IPE’s Focus: A State-of-the-art Curriculum for The Students 
To ensure that their students get picked up for good assignments by well-known companies, any MBA or PGDM 
programme must have a well balanced and deftly crafted curriculum, which hones the decision-making skills of the 
students apart from providing them exposure to a good mix of concepts across not only the conventional domains but 
also across emerging management concepts and technologies. The programme must ensure due focus on issues such as 
ethics, contributing to the development of society and the economy, etc.  
And, all PGDM programmes of IPE have been designed to ensure these prerequisites are rendered with add-on inputs 
given for the earlier batches and the current batches through certificate courses by faculty from Global B-Schools such 
as Rotterdam School of Management, Southern Illinois University, EGADE Business School, Mexico, etc.  
Policy Directions Given by Accomplished Professionals as Board Directors:  
The Board of Governors of IPE comprises eminent professionals ranging from renowned research scientists, 
academicians, Civil Servants, and professionals from large Corporations. IPE’s Board of Directors was led in the past by 
Padma Bhushan Dr.P.Rama Rao, renowned metallurgical scientist, and is presently being spearheaded by 
Mr.K.Madhava Rao, IAS (Retd.), who has earlier had an illustrious tenure as Chief Secretary, Govt. of Andhra 
Pradesh(Composite State).  
The institution is being steered by Prof. Ram Kumar Mishra, who has enabled IPE’s rapid growth as a B-School which 
by now offers five different full-time Post Graduate programmes. He has been nominated by several national and 
international organizations on various committees of national and international organizations. His penchant for research 
and publications has led IPE to undertake numerous research studies, publish research reports, and books.  
Owing to its accomplishments and expertise in academics, research, consultancy and management training, IPE has been 
awarded various accolades that denote a stamp of quality and class amongst the best B-Schools of India:  
SAQS, the recognition for quality and standards for B-Schools, management institutions across all countries in South 
Asia is one such accolade IPE bags.  
Commissioning of A New Campus To Meet IPE’s Rapid Growth: 
IPE’s growth has been distinctly significant since 2007- during which the admissions went on increasing rapidly, owing 
to a variety of full time two year PGDM programmes in new fields like Marketing, Banking, Insurance & Financial 
Services, International Business, Human Resource Management, apart from the generic PGDM Programme. In addition, 
a fifteen-month Executive PGDM programme was also launched. All programmes are approved by AICTE and 
admissions are granted on merit. The growth in the number of students joining in different programmes warranted the 
construction of an additional, state-of-the-art campus with nine-storey hostel buildings for boys and girls in a sprawling, 
picturesque campus at Shamirpet, Hyderabad. For more details on this esteemed Hyderabad school, do visit their 
website here.  
 

 


